
Dear diary.... 
 

24.05.2017 
After this weekend, as usual, it was hard to gather in the morning to school. The lesson - to my 

surprise - flew very quickly.   I went to train at the club after noon. Before class coach asked me 
into his office and handed me a call to the team of juniors under the age of 17. My surprise and joy 
was so great that I had to sit down with shock. I went to practice full of desire to work even harder. 
After training, I shared this great news with family and friends. 

 
25.05.2017 

After a sleepless night of experience, lessons were long on forever. I was just thinking 
about today's training and vocation. Training went very calms at the very beginning 
there were technical exercises and in the end match. It was during the match I felt a 
strong pain in the calf. After training, I went home by doing constant activities or 
lessons, swimming and watched the show. The pain was gone so I went to sleep. 

 

26.05.2017 
I woke up very early in the morning because of extreme pain in my calf, 
which was swollen and livid. After consultation with my dad we went to the 
doctor and he directed us to the X-ray. All the time I was hoping that I'm 
okay......I could not bear the thought that I won`t go to training camp which 
is my lifetime opportunity to a great career 
 

27.05.2017 
Me and my dad are in the hospital. we are waiting for the results of x-rays, 
I am very tense and nervous. The doctor's diagnosis is frightening - rapture 
of ankle and two-month pause in training. As they say in the jargon of 
football "From heaven to hell." 
 

28.05- 01.08.17 

Treatment and rehabilitation went very smoothly. Sitting at home for two 

months it was a terrible experience. I could return to training in 

August. 
  

12.08.2017 
After the summer break I can train again! Hooray !!!!! The entire time I hope to a next call to the Polish national team. 
 

15.09.2017 
I haven`t wrote in my diary since the beginning of the school year because the 
intensity of training and classes were taking me all of my time However, I want to 
highlight in the pages of my diary a very important event, I got another calling for 
grouping juniors U-17. Through hard work and perseverance dreams come true..  


